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	Text Field 7: "Thinking of You" video/email/call• Take the time to send electronic notes, images or video greetings to nursing homes and assisted-living facilities in your community. The first step would be to contact the facility to figure out the logistics of sending these messages. These members of our community cannot receive visitors at the moment, and we don't want them to feel forgotten.You could make a handmade card and take a photo of it, share a video greeting or simply pick up the phone and give them a call. Make sure that any activity, whether it is email or phone call, includes multiple adults in the correspondence. Help with shopping and groceries• As long as it’s safe to do so, and a parent or guardian is present, Scouts could offer to pick up and deliver groceries for those who are unable to leave their homes.  They should practice social distancing — remaining at least 1.5 metres away from others — and thoroughly wash their hands before and after performing this act of service."Thank you" to our health professionals• Most doctors, nurses and other critical care professionals can’t work remotely. Let’s make sure they’re thanked for their hard work. Scouts can send electronic messages to these hard-working heroes. Be sure to find a non-emergency contact at the hospital before sending a message. We don’t want to overwhelm these facilities with calls, so electronic messages are best at this time.Donate BloodROVER SCOUTS AND ADULT LEADERS ONLY• During times of crisis, emergency and pandemic, medical services often need more blood. Encourage any healthy person 18 or older to donate blood through the Australian Red Cross.  The Red Cross has set up their website to answer questions potential donors might have about the safety of giving blood during the coronavirus. Check out: https://www.donateblood.com.au/
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